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ASTROLOGY 101: 
EVERYDAY USE

ASTROLOGY 101

Class 4:
• Lunation Cycles
• Planning with

Astrology (Transits)
• Retrogrades

NATAL CHART AND BEYOND

• Your natal chart is constant—a snapshot of what was 
happening in the heavens at the time of your birth. It 
represents the static condition of your life.

• We have ways of seeing trends, forecasts, and life
events
• Transits: Planets in the heavens today in aspect to points 

in your birth chart
• Progressions: A system of advancing the chart to show 

soul growth 
• Returns: When a planet returns back to the point it was 

at the time of your birth
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NATAL CHART AND BEYOND

• Each planet moves at different speeds and will 
aspect your chart in different ways
• Transits from the moon last hours, while transits

from Neptune or Pluto can last years

LUNATION CYCLE
AND MOVEMENT OF THE MOON

FOLLOW THE MOON

• The Moon is the fastest moving planet
• It moves through every house in your chart over the

course of 28 days
• You can track the movement to understand the 

energies of the signs
• By following the movement of the Moon and the 

lunation cycle, you learn a lot about astrology
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LUNATION CYCLE

• The Lunation Cycle is one of transformation
• The New Moon starts the cycle
• The Full Moon is the culmination

LUNATION CYCLE

• Example: Moon in Gemini
• You might feel the energy of Gemini
• Talkative, communicative, interested in 

learning new things

LUNATION CYCLE

• The Lunation Cycle is one of transformation
• The New Moon starts the cycle
• The Full Moon is the culmination
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LUNATION CYCLE

• Planting Seeds: New Moon
• Waxing Moon
• Clearing Away the Negative: Full Moon
• Waning Moon
• Full Circle: Waning Moon to New Moon

LUNATION CYCLE

• Full Moon: We can see in the dark
• New Moon: We are pulled inward to start new 

intentions
• Rituals help make the most of this energy

MOON THROUGH 
THE SIGNS

FOLLOW THE MOON TO SEE ASTROLOGICAL
CORRESPONDENCES 
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LUNATION CYCLE

• New Moon: New Beginning
• First Quarter Moon: Illumination, Awareness, 

Tension
• Full Moon: Culmination, Aha Moment
• Second Quarter Moon: Clearing Away, 

Releasing, Letting Go

LUNATION CYCLE

•New Moon: Moon Conjunct Sun 0°
•Full l Moon: Moon Opposed Sun 180°

LUNATION CYCLE

• First Quarter Moon:
• 1st 90° Between Moon and Sun
• Square Aspect
• Tension
• Awareness and Ideas Coming to Light
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MOON THROUGH SIGNS

• Moon changes signs every 2.5 days
• When the Moon is in a sign, we feel the energy 

of that sign 
• Example: Moon in Aries

MOON THROUGH SIGNS

• Fertile Signs:
• Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces
• Taurus and Capricorn
• Libra
• Good for planting, agriculture, promoting growth 

and abundance

MOON THROUGH SIGNS

• Barren Signs:
• Gemini, Leo, Aquarius
• Aries, Virgo, Sagittarius
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MOON THROUGH SIGNS

• When Moon is in Fertile Sign:
• Trim hair if you want to promote growth
• Plant seeds
• Mow lawn if you want it to grow faster

MOON THROUGH SIGNS

• When Moon is in Barren Sign:
• Trim hair if you want to prevent fast growth
• Exfoliate your skin
• Weed and prune garden
• Mow lawn to prevent growth

PLANNING WITH 
ASTROLOGY

ELECTION CHARTS
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ELECTIONS

• Choosing a date for a specific activity
• Weddings
• Special events
• Meetings
• Rituals
• And more

ELECTIONS

• A Few Guidelines:
• Sun and Moon in harmonious relationship
• Look at the energy of the moon, does its sign 

favor the activity?
• Moon not Void of Course

MOON VOID OF COURSE (V/C)

• Moon not applying any Ptolemaic aspect to planets 
before changing signs
• Can last a whole day or an hour– it varies
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MOON VOID OF COURSE (V/C)

• We feel a little foggy, have a difficult time making 
decisions, and may run late
• It’s a good time for organizing, cleaning, relaxing, 

spiritual practices, yoga, spontaneous get-
togethers, taking a break, artistic endeavors 

MERCURY 
RETROGRADE

MERCURY RETROGRADE

• Mercury appears to move backwards in the 
heavens
• Optical illusion
• All planets station retrograde
• Mercury is retrograde 3-4 times a year
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MERCURY RETROGRADE

• Themes of the planet are prevalent for us in 
our everyday lives
• Mercury themes: Communication,

transportation, communication devices,
details, organization

MERCURY RETROGRADE

• Reassess
• Reprioritize
• Reevaluate
• Reflect
• Review
• Revisit past projects and relationships

MERCURY RETROGRADE
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MERCURY RETROGRADE

• Try to avoid signing new contracts UNLESS they 
complete processes already begun
• Avoid buying new technology UNLESS you have 

been shopping for some time
• Great time for completion of existing negotiations
• Great time for finalizing deals
• Good time to repair broken technology

OTHER PLANETS STATION RETROGRADE 

• When planets station retrograde, we 
experience a heightened sense of those 
themes
• Especially personal planets Venus and Mars
• Venus- every 18 months
• Mars- every 2 years

VENUS RETROGRADE

• Reevaluate and reassess relationships
• Establish greater sense of personal value in 

relationships
• Time for healing the past and resolving issues
• People from the past may reappear in your life
• Also time to restructure finances
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MARS RETROGRADE

• Reconsider how we move forward in life
• Slow down in vitality and physical energy
• May lack momentum for starting new things
• Reevaluate individual wants, desires, and 

personal goals
• Resolve conflicts

PLANETS IN RETROGRADE

• Reevaluate:
• Venus: Relationships and Finances
• Mars: Passion, Vitality, Sexuality, Personal Goals
• Jupiter: Faith, Beliefs, Philosophy
• Saturn: Responsibilities, Career Ambition, Limitations
• Neptune: Spirituality, Creativity, Illusions, Dreams
• Pluto: Psychology, Hidden Things, Personal Power

ECLIPSES
FULL AND NEW MOONS

ON STEROIDS
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ECLIPSES

• Usually 4 in each year
• Solar Eclipse: New Moon
• Moon between Earth and Sun
• Sun disappears

• Lunar Eclipse: Full Moon
• Earth between Moon and Sun
• Moon disappears

ECLIPSES

• Solar Eclipse: Urged from external 
circumstances to make some kind of big 
change
• Lunar Eclipse: Urged from within to shift 

something in your life

ECLIPSES

• The shifts and changes happen for you in 
the areas of your life in which houses the
Sun and Moon are in
• Example: The August 2017 Eclipse was in 

Leo. Look at what house Leo rules in your 
chart
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ECLIPSES

• Catalyze change- personally and societally
• Totality = Strength
• Total Eclipses have more corresponding 

circumstances
• Visibility gives it prominence in that part of the 

world
• They lead to cultural, political, and societal shifts

ECLIPSES

• Think of them in terms of earthquakes
• The movement of emotions shifts events in our

life
• Like we might imagine the Moon moves big 

bodies of water, affecting the tectonic plates 
beneath the ocean

ASTROLOGY: YOUR TOOL FOR 
ASSESSING PERSONAL STRENGTHS AND 

CHARTING YOUR COURSE TO SUCCESS


